
Multiply your waiting 
opportunities

GTWAY



A simple solution
to a complex problem

Designed to seat a large number of people every day

Just as simple as it is ingenious

GTWay, designed by Norbert Geelen, is the latest series of upholstered elements 
designed for a variety of waiting areas, from airports to hospitals, stations, the 
reception areas of private or public buildings or relaxation areas.

Maximum comfort and ergonomic design
GTWay can be supplied in various finishes that make them even more fun to use. 
Available in four different styles - BASIC, SOFT, LEATHER and WOOD - GTWay can 
be crafted in many variants, from the polyurethane covering, with more traditional 
padding to saddle hide and wood, fabric or leather, all with elegant, linear 
aluminium elements.

A simple solution to a complex problem: it offers a solid, comfortable and linear 
seat, which is highly durable and easy to maintain, designed to seat a large 
number of people every day.
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GTWay structure
GTWay uses a single aluminium load-bearing beam, unusually positioned as a 
continuation of the seat body, so that it alone serves as the bearing structure 
to which different furnishing accessories can be added, offering comfort and 
elegance at the same time.

Clear design

GTWay versatility
See how GTWay’s versatility makes it a bench 
suitable for a variety of waiting areas, from airports 
to hospitals, stations, reception areas of private or 
public buildings or relaxation areas.TravelReceiveCheck
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Long lasting quality
All structural elements of GTWay are made of durable, quality materials that require 
minimal maintenance, without sacrificing a pleasant and distinctive design that, in the 
plurality of its configurations.

The Idea
The integrated shells, thanks to their ergonomics and to the one-piece backrest and 
seat, adapt to the body shape, offer an excellent comfort level, a nice touch and, at the 
same time, guarantee resistance to heavy use.

Many variations
GTWay is available in variable sizes, from a minimum of 2 seats up to a maximum of 
8; can be equipped with armrests, tables, electrification accessories as needed and 
can be made in a multitude of variants ranging from polyurethane upholstery, more 
traditional padding, leather or wood.
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Designed by
Norbert Geelen started working with ICF in 2014. His designs cover a wide spectrum 
of products, though he has specialized in upmarket furniture design, mainly contract 
seating and home products. His series are characterized by matching design aesthetics, 
and at the same time, each product boasts unique features and has been designed with 
a keen eye for details.
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